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Abstract—Air-conditioned cooling concepts still represent the
usual cooling solution for thousands of mid-sized data centres.
These data centres consists of different types of IT-infrastructure
components, as well as different hardware generations. During
the last decade, the optimisation regarding energy-efficiency for
such central IT locations becomes one of the most important chal-
lenges. Green-IT improvements for existing data centres means an
adaptive and safe parametrisation of the air-conditioning-system
and its control mechanisms. But in order to handle these issues,
the available amount of sensor data is critical. A large diversity of
distributed sensor devices allows a more precise system manage-
ment. In this context, the TU Chemnitz develops a cost-efficient
and smart solution to improve the sensor knowledge base as well
as the control mechanisms. We are using local sensor capabilities
within the hardware components and combine these information
with actual system loads to create an extended knowledge base,
which also provides adaptive learning features. In a first research
stage, we analyse the actual cooling environment and measure
several operational scenarios for creating a detailed simulation
model. The respective results demonstrates a huge optimisation
potential. Accordingly, an optimised trade-off between power
consumption and cooling capacity may result in significant cost
savings.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Traditional data centres are characterised by heterogeneous
hardware components and generations. Multiple hardware gen-
erations over several decades are running side-by-side. Such
locations include all kinds of IT-infrastructure like storage
systems, network core components, and server systems. Due
to this mixed environment, compromises regarding the cooling
capabilities are necessary. Due to physical limitations regard-
ing cooling power and energy density per rack, a large amount
of space capacity inside each air-cooled server rack is wasted
[1][2]. Accordingly, the optimisation of such traditional air-
cooled data centre environments regarding energy- and cost-
efficiency is one of the central challenges for hundreds of
institutions in the public and educational domain [3].
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Figure 1. Key problems for traditional, air-cooled data centre environments.
In-homogeneous air temperature and air flow speed dependent on the posi-
tioning of the server rack. Starting from the air intake on the left side, the
cooling capacity shrinks from rack to rack [4].

II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

There are two major problems for usual air-cooled data cen-
tres: Inhomogeneous air temperature and the inhomogeneous
air flow inside the data centre. These parameters are strongly
dependent on the server rack location within the room and even
on the position of each individual server component inside the
rack. These two challenges are shown in Figure 1 based on
measurements in our TU Chemnitz data centre.
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Figure 2. Detailed heat analysis for the air offtake behaviour in different
hardware components.
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With focus on an entire data centre with multiple server
racks and hundreds of server systems, an additional issue be-
comes critical: Turbulences and interferences between different
air flows around the individual racks. These effects have a
huge impact on the cooling efficiency. In order to quantify
this impact, we are analysing detailed heat images for each
hardware component. The heat distribution and model-specific
air flow characteristic results in individual heat patterns for
each component class. Figure 2 visualises such a component-
based heat analysis for two different air offtakes.

Facing these efficiency challenges from an administrative
perspective, the monitoring and measuring of the respective
values appears in a very basic manner [5][6]. Usual data
centre environments only provide a few global temperature
sensors for the entire room. Accordingly, the control loop for
the air conditioning is very simple. Besides the global room
temperature, no further information are available.

III. RELATED WORK

Due to these issues, several professional solutions try op-
timise this situation regarding monitoring capabilities, sensor
data sources, management & control processes as well as cost-
and energy savings.
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Figure 3. TU Chemnitz data centre with three cold aisle containments, which
represent the operational zones Z1, Z2, and Z3.

A. Cold Aisle Containment & Air Boosters
One of the most efficient optimisation steps for traditional

air-cooled data centres represents cold aisle containments,
which allows us to concentrate the cooling capacity directly to
the server hot spots within the room. Accordingly, we reduce
the effective volume from the entire room space to single
enclosures with a significant smaller capacity. Figure 3 shows
the three realised cold aisle containments of the TU Chemnitz
data centre.

Each containment provides individual temperature sensors
and is equipped with optional booster elements. The booster
technology is shown in Figure 4. As one can see, the boosters
allow us to modify the air flow individually for each zone. In

order to establish such cold aisle containments, each hardware
component has to be re-organised regarding the direction
of the air flow. Air intakes have to be located inside the
containment, air offtakes outside the enclosures. Accordingly,
the installation of these containments is very time-consuming,
requires a detailed timeline and is critical with respect to
system downtimes or failures.

But anyway, the control cycles as well as the information
database for adapting the boosters and the air conditioning
system are still the same. The control loops only operate
in a static, reactive approach, based on single temperature
measurements inside the containment. No further information
are available.

Figure 4. Booster components for dynamic adaptation of the air flow in
different, individual housing areas [4].

B. Genome Project

In order to provide a better sensor data knowledge base,
Microsoft Research starts the Genome project [7][8], which
adds dedicated wireless sensor nodes to each server rack. These
nodes (called Genomotes, see Figure 5) are organised in a
master-slave chained sensor network design (RACNet), based
on the IEEE 802.15.4 low-power, low-data rate communica-
tion stack [9]. The RACNet infrastructure provides several
information sets about the environmental status, including heat
distribution, hot spots, and facility layout. Each node sends its
data to a predefined data sink, which creates a global view
regarding the health status. The entire raw data is merged
together for different data representation tasks (analysis, pre-
diction, optimisation, and scheduling).

C. SynapSense

Another company, which also uses such kinds of sensor
nodes is SynapSense [10]. Here, several node classes with
different types of information are available, e.g., Therma Nodes
(see Figure 5), Pressure Nodes, or Constellation Nodes. The
data sets from the nodes are processed in a centralised manner
by a special software tool, which is able to adapt and to steer
the air conditioning system.
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All of these approaches possess two critical disadvantages.
The first one deals with additional hardware costs for the
different sensors. This includes costs for installation, con-
figuration, operation, and maintenance. For large-scaled data
centre environments, the required financial resources are very
high [11]. The second disadvantage represents the type of data.
All of these systems are measuring external parameters from
the current point in time, thus providing no learning capability
from the past. In addition, there are no server-internal data
sources like the system load or any kind of hardware health
status as well.

Figure 5. Sensor nodes for data centre monitoring. Left: Genomotes from
Microsoft Research; Right: ThermaNode from SynapSense

IV. SENSOR DATA & SYSTEM MANAGEMENT

Our idea for a more efficient solution is very simple but
quite efficient. With our monitoring and control approach, we
include different software-based sensor plugins. Each plugin
represents a class module for a specific kind of sensor data.
In contrast to other approaches, we are using local sensor
capabilities of each hardware components inside the data
centre. E.g., a given server system typically provides several
temperature sensors, located at the mainboard, the CPUs, and
the cooling fans (illustrated in Figure 6).

Further information modules are monitoring and learning the
system load values of physical/virtual server entities and the
respective impact on the data centre temperature behaviour.
We are mapping all of these temperature and system load
information into one extended knowledge base. Furthermore,
different sensor data sources are merged together to more
abstract information sets. The fusion results indicate the actual
health status of the data centre as well as a prediction trend for
the future. Past monitoring data represents a continuous input
for machine learning capabilities. In order to save energy and
costs, a feasible prediction model [12] is necessary for adapting
the cooling power.

Temperature peaks for short term loads and local hot spots
are handled with an increased air flow, which means local air
booster elements. Such short term situations include hundreds
of boot processes of virtual desktops in the morning or backup
tasks in the night. Also, small- and mid-size compute jobs for
cluster installations may result in such short term temperature
peaks.

Global temp. sensor (room) Local temp. sensor (hardware) 

Knowledge base for load behaviour

Global temp. sensor (room) 

Figure 6. Extension of the knowledge base by using additional sensors and
load data from the individual server systems [4].

On the other side, the control system must handle the long
term temperature behaviour inside the data centre, e.g., the
differences between working days and weekends as well as day
& night periods. For such scenarios, the entire air conditioning
system with its specific cooling capacity has to be adapted
periodically.

V. ANALYSIS & RESULTS

In this paper, we analysed three different impact parameters,
based on our data centre environment with three cold and one
warm zone.

First of all, we measured the temperature differences be-
tween each zone and we identified noticeable influences be-
tween the encapsulated cold aisles. Dependent on the posi-
tioning of each server system within the zones, nearby area
are heated up significantly (see Figure 7). A very simple but
efficient solution represents any kind of obstacle between the
cold zones. Accordingly, the air interferences are minimised
and the temperature impact decreases.
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Figure 7. Impact of nearby cold aisles dependent on the hardware location.
Indirect temperature increase for isolated cold aisle containments. The red line
represents any kind of separating obstacle between these zones.

A second result deals with the hardware diversity and the
hardware distribution within the data centre. We found out
that a mixed positioning of different hardware types (storage,
compute, network) in the available zones is much more energy-
efficient than an organised positioning. If we put all the
compute and server systems in one zone, we create hot spots
regarding the temperature. Due to the fact that we only have
one global air conditioning system, we have to increase the
basic cooling capacity (and the respective power consumption)
for cooling down only one critical zone.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 8. Different booster configurations in a given cold aisle containment.

A third optimisation result focuses on the booster technol-
ogy. In order to find an optimal trade-off between hardware
efforts and cooling efficiency, the amount of booster elements
is critical. But there is no direct linear relation between the
amount of boosters and the cooling capacity. Furthermore, the
booster locations are relevant. Figure 8 visualises this topic.

Figure 9. TU Chemnitz data center heat map [4]. Hot spots without cold
aisle containment in the bottom left corner are clearly visible.

Type a) and b) is very hardware-extensive but the benefits
in comparison to type d) are minimal. In contrast, the cooling
efficiency of type d) is significant better than type c) while
using the same amount of boosters. Accordingly, the well-
organised booster positioning allows excellent cooling capa-
bilities without massive hardware efforts.

All measurements in our data centre are monitored over
a time period of three months. We visualise the results in
complex heat maps as shown in Figure 9. The sample rate
for all temperature measurements is 1 data set per minute,
leading to more than 100000 data points per sensor. Server-
internal system load measurements are monitored with 1 data
set per second to calculate a feasible average value per minute.
Accordingly, we map global and local temperature values
together with local system loads and fan speed information.
Hence, the merged data is available in one central knowledge
base to allow a detailed and situation-specific adaptation of the
cooling capacity.
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Figure 10. Measured temperature ranges for several hardware components
at different locations (coordinates referenced in Figure 3).
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Finally, we illustrate the operational temperature ranges for
different hardware components during the tests. Figure 10
shows minimum, maximum, and average values.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we analysed the energy-efficiency of hetero-
geneous data centre environments with traditional air cooling
systems. We introduced a cost-efficient and smart approach for
improving the sensor data in order to implement an adaptive
management system for the cooling capacity. The proposed
concept does not require any further hardware components or
installation efforts. The system utilizes given sensor sources
from each hardware system and aggregates these data sets
into one single knowledge base. Furthermore, we also discuss
the impact of weak parameters like the hardware positioning
inside the data centre and its cold aisles. Also, the booster
configuration, as well as influences between different cold and
warm zones were analysed. As already mentioned, improved
control cycles for the cooling systems allow us to reduce
the basic cooling level. Short term temperature peaks can
be avoided with a local adaptation of the air flow using
booster components. Accordingly, we are able to save massive
energy and costs without any increased risk level for the
hardware [4]. In this context, the presented results offer high
potential for optimisations. The research goal deals with the
vision of optimising an entire data centre environment based
on extensive simulation processes without any trial-and-error
approaches on the real hardware.
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